Objective quantification of fluorescence intensity on the corneal surface using a modified slit-lamp technique.
To improve the digital quantification of fluorescence intensity of sodium fluorescein instilled on corneal surface by modifying a slit lamp hardware and performing computerized processing of captured digital images. The optics of a slit lamp were modified to remove corneal Purkinje reflection and to expand the illuminated area on the cornea, followed by postexperiment image processing to minimize the influence of uneven illumination. To demonstrate the feasibility and reliability of this new technique, we applied it to objective grading of corneal staining with sodium fluorescein. The results of computerized grading were compared with the results obtained using standard subjective grading of corneal staining. Objective digital grades, staining area, and staining pixel with manually and automatically defined threshold (SP-M and SP-A) were calculated for both original and processed images. Standard subjective grades of the original images were performed by 13 trained observers using National Eye Institute (NEI), Efron, and CCLRU grading scales. A series of linear regression analyses were performed to investigate the correlation between objective and subjective grades. Digital grades of the captured images were correlated significantly with subjective grades. After minimization of the artifact caused by the nonuniform illumination, correlations between digital and subjective grading were mostly strengthened. In some cases, digital grading of corneal staining was more sensitive than subjective grading methods when differentiating subtle differences of corneal staining. Modifications performed on commercial slit-lamp hardware and the proposed digital image-processing technique have improved the quality of captured images for semiautomated quantification of fluorescein intensity on the cornea.